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2nd Edition published January 23rd 2016Including updated, new and expanded material!***READ
FOR F R E E WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED***The Ultimate Guide to the Whiskeys of the WorldHow
Much Do You Know About Your Favorite Drink?If youâ€™ve wondered why whiskey is so popular or
what the real difference is between scotch and bourbon this book is for you. Packed with interesting
facts and whiskey cocktail recipes, this book tells you all you ever wanted to know about
whiskey.This book explains what proof is and why it matters so much for your whiskey. You also
learn the right way to judge a good whiskey, including how it should look, smell, and most
importantly, taste.Inside this book you will find:A brief history of whiskeyThe different types of
whiskey from around the worldThe right way to judge a good whiskeyHow to spot a fakeWhat proof
means and why it mattersInteresting facts about whiskeyWhiskey cocktail recipesAnd Much
MoreGet this book and find out what killed Jack Daniels, the health benefits of whiskey, and the
right way to make a Rusty Nail. This book is perfect for both those new to whiskey and those who
long ago fell in love with the rich full taste years ago.The sooner you get Whiskey the sooner you
can be sitting back with your favorite drink, that you mixed yourself, and learning more about the
best drink in the world.Get Your Copy Right Now.Â
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Learning about the history is a new experience to me. This book introduces me with a wide range of
information about its origin, processing style as well as a couple of cocktail recipes that contain
whiskey. All the recipes are easy to prepare at home by doing a little effort according to the
description given in this book.Besides this, this book mentioned about the equipment needed to
serve the whiskey in different manner. Whiskey is well known to all and there are few who knows
well about it. But it is easy to comprehend the difference among the different types of whiskey
reading all the information of this book. I am thinking of throwing a party by serving the best recipe.

This is a very well written book containing everything you need to know about all types of whiskey.
From the history of whiskey to how it's made in different regions, to the differences on how they are
aged. Reading this book, help me gain a deeper understanding and appreciation for whiskey. The
history of the whiskey that the author presented is well written. In short, if you are interested in
learning more about whiskey, this book is a quick read yet comprehensive and entertaining. Highly
recommended!

I do like it that I got all this info for just 2.99, but part way through the book I found myself tiring.
Though I cannot fault the bookâ€™s complete set of information on whiskey, and when I say
information it IS information. Starting with the history, prohibition, whiskey crime etc â€¦ to cocktail
recipes, whiskey cooking recipes.The other books did not hold my attention that much, and I
wasnâ€™t really interested in them. But just for those who want to know about the extras of this
book, there are books on:- tea (teas, herbal, greenâ€¦), beer, cocktails, wine, champagne, coffee,
etcThere were some completely out-of-the-blue books and were unrelated to the main title
obviously. Such as the one on how to overcome rejection, how to be a gentleman, crystal healing,
etiquette, wedding speeches??? These should have come in a separate box set. I give my rating
only to the book that I intended to read â€“ Whiskey. But the other books were not that much of a
bad bonus, just a bit too maddeningly long.

Do you Love whiskey? Do you want to know how the world most famous spirit came about?In this
book the author dwells deep into the history of this spirit. The book discusses the Terms

â€œWhiskey/Whiskyâ€• the Difference between them and were they come from.you will learn about
the different type of whiskeyâ€™s there mixes, and rich history.This book aslo give you an
interesting list of â€œThings You May Not Know About Whiskeyâ€• which is an eyeopener and is
extremely interesting.If you are a big fan of this drink like i am , or simply you want to learn more
about whiskey/whisky you owe it to yourself to read this book.Great read!!

I'm glad i got to know more about whiskey and its history. The lore was quite entertaining to read, I
was unaware of most of the facts that were mentioned in this book, so kudos to the author for
collecting all those facts and summarizing them into one hell of a book. The historical aspect of this
book is what got me hooked to this masterpiece the most, I'm pretty sure that nothing that really
matters wasn't left out. At the end, you will find some alluring recipes that will arouse your senses
instantly, at least if you've been a long-term fan of whiskeys.

This Book is so lovely about alcoholic spirit drinks the different types and how they are prepared
knowing the different flavors used for it's preparation. I love this book after reading this book you
would be able to know the difference between good bad and others. You can be able to know the
different types of whiskey to take in and it's preservative methods. It's a good book would give you a
good knowledge of different drinks and also knowing a lot about them.

I occasionally drink wine, tequila, vodka, but have never tasted really the whiskey. The good thing
about this book is that it introduces me to whiskey. I love the idea of starting the book with the
etymology of the whiskey. The book had given enough information to understand and appreciate
whiskey. The types of whiskeys are must try, Also, I love the different barbecue dish flavoured with
whiskey.

I read about some history like most of the water supply in Medieval England was unsafe to drink,
mothers let their young children drink beer as it was much cleaner. Despite numerous health
warnings regarding the negative health effects of excessive beer consumption, moderate beer
drinking actually has some health benefits. Beer contains a healthy amount of silicon that can help
strengthen bones. It also contains dietary fiber that can help maintain your digestive health.
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